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Minutes for WP F meeting 3rd-4th March 2020, Tallinn, Estonia 

The meeting was organized into remote sessions and sessions at the premises of Statistics Estonia, 

as detailed in the agenda (see Annex 1). 

The physical and remote participation was articulated into the following detail: 

 Physical participation: Remco (NL), Frederic (FR), Bernhard (DE), Tauno (EE), Frederik (EE), 

Peter (DK) 

 Remote participation: Monica (IT), Konstadin (BG), Sonia (PT) 

 

Tuesday 3rd March 

10:05 Presentation by Monica (ScannapiecoWPF-March2020_Intro.pptx) 

The presentation had two parts: (i) state of activities and (ii) objectives of the meeting 

With respect to the state of activities, the three main tasks and the two planned deliverable of WPF 

were recapped: Architectural framework (Task 1), Solution architectures (Task 2), Implementation 

track meetings (Task 3), Deliverables M12 (version 1) and M25 (version 2) 

There follows the status of advancement for each task and the due dates for the deliverable.  

 Task 1: Architectural framework 

o Task 1.3: Two clusters of data classes. Still need to identify relevant dimensions 

(through operational mode) 

o Task 1.4 + 1.5: Started but substantial amount of work left. 

 Task 2: Solution architecture 

o Task 2.1: Design of WPB + WPC -> first draft done -> a bit more work needed 

o Task 2.2: Design of WPD + WPE -> first draft done -> more work needed 

 Deliverables:  

o First deliverable done (January 2020) 

o M25: Version 2 (note: review board deadline is 31-10-2020) 

Objectives of this meeting (1+2 on Tuesday, 3+4 on Wednesday): 

1. Complete information and application layers of BREAL 

2. Revise and have elements for finalizing solution architectures 

3. Revise business layer of BREAL 

4. Structure deliverable 2 

10:25 Discussion of BREAL IA&AA Web intelligence architecture (Summa_WPF_Tallinn.pptx) 

Monica presented BREAL IA&AA Web Intelligence Architecture, by detailing three main topics: 

Information Architecture, Application Architecture and Web Intelligence solutions, as detailed in the 

following. 

Information architecture: Three layers (raw data, convergence, statistical), to implementation tracks 

(WPB blue, WPC yellow). 

Vastly extended after Vienna meeting but probably still not exhaustive.  

Remco: More explicit about data types, what are the statistical units? Commonalities? 
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Present in convergence layer: Units or events, which are the objects from which we want to calculate 

indicators.  

Where does data internally to NSIs reside, e.g. business register? Probably in the convergence layer, 

because this is already structured information ready for analysis. Convergence layer contains all the 

information related to the units and events (auxiliary analysis, metadata) needed to analyze the data. 

The results of these analyses go into the statistical layer, including uncertainty/quality metrics. 

However, by design the content of the statistical layer is not very generic.  

Metadata may be mapped to three types: Structural, quality, process/reference. We primarily target 

the first type within our models (we might want to consider extending to encompass the two other 

types)… 

Application architecture: Business processes and functions based on application components and 

services through external application services. These layers were also greatly extended after the 

Vienna meeting with the implementation tracks. 

The two columns to the far right (evaluate and metadata management) are very general and probably 

not specific to WPB and WPC. 

Remco and Frederik have inserted a process layer (more granular than business functions) for WPD 

and WPE 

Web Intelligence Solutions 

Example of URLs Inventory from Italian workflow with technological choices (may be adapted) : How a 

complete workflow is mapped to an Application Architecture. 

The Java programs (UrlSearcher, RootJuice, UrlScorer) are available via GitHub and in principle 

adoptable by other countries, but they may opt for other technological solutions.  

Online Based Enterprise Characteristics (OBEC) 

Maybe the generic Application Architecture should be thinned a bit, made more high-level/generic to 

be more user-friendly. 

 

 11:45 WPD Presentation by Frederik (Smart Energy Process and Architecture.pptx) 

At a glance: 4 countries, 3 statistical products 

From as-is via common vision of processes to reference architecture for future projects.  

BPMN 2.0 (Business Process Model and Notation) via Bizagi modeler (note: Eurostat adopted BPMN 

approximately 5 years ago) 

Business processes currently only mapped for the Estonian case  -> could be replicated for the Danish 

case. 

Draft statistical products: Deviations from comparable survey-based statistics are explainable 

(Frederik: Archimate is well suited for describing high-level modelling, probably BPMN is better for 

process modeling…) 
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The draft Information Architecture not so rich as compared to WPB+WPC. Should probably try to find 

common level of detail. 

Discussion: Some of the objects could be in either raw data layer or convergence layer, e.g. ship 

register. Depends on implementation and could be country specific – is this ok? 

The draft Application Architecture: The upper layer is divided into business functions and business 

processes. The functions are with respect to the BREAL artefacts, the processes are more specific to 

WPD. 

Sonia: Link between IA and AA, what part relates to what part? 

Monica: Specialized business functions not comparable to WPB+WPC, solutions mixed with AA. New 

artefacts? Description of actual solutions should probably come last in order to be actually derived 

from common grounds. 

 

12.25 Lunch break 

 

13.40 WPE presented in BREAL by Remco (WPE presented in BREAL - meeting Tallinn - 

compressed.pptx) 

Short review of AIS-data, including restrictions in storing data (specifically for inland waterways).  

Highlight difference (and similarities) between products: 

- Vessel register available from Eurostat (quality questionable) 

- How interesting is the type of goods being transported 

- Air emission: Issues regarding nationality of vessel (flag, ownership, place of operation)  

- Variations in data providers: EMSA data on BDTI, exactEarth data on UN Global Platform  

Different product -> different operation models 

A little uncertainty about distinction between statistical and convergence layer – ideally same as 

statistical!? 

Application Architecture for one statistical product (inland waterways) depicted. AIS data augmented 

by port statistics due to particular coverage issues.  

Some parts of the business layer is work package specific solution architecture, i.e. ‘Receive AIS data’. 

As opposed to this, WPB+WPC only uses generic artefacts. 

 

A discussion followed on how to structure Information and Application Architecture. Several 

proposals were made, all in the direction of: 

-having one generic layer for Information architecture 

-having one Application architecture and simplifying/reducing the number of services 
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Wednesday 4th March 

09.00 Consolidation of IA (Tallinn only) 

Working on aligning the specific IAs of WPB, WPC, WPD, and WPE with the proposed generic model. 

 

Slight modifications are needed in the specific IAs to make them compliant with the (proposed) generic 

model. 

A basic discussion of the content of statistical layer: Is an enhancement to a statistical register (WPB) 

present in the statistical layer? 

Monica: WPB produces both internal and external output. Statistical layer can contain both variables 

(enhancement/enrichment of register) and indicators (output suitable for publication/dissemination). 

Conclusion: Convergence layer can consist of structured content derived from source (2) and auxiliary 

information (3) acquired from elsewhere. 
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Monica also produces a revised and simplified generic IA for big data (left) – the differences to the one 

proposed by Tallinn-participants (especially Tauno) is not that large… 

 

  

Monica will add a few details and distribute the model (as an Archimate-file). 

 

10.00 Start Webex 

We started by reviewing what was accomplished relative to the AA (application architecture), 

especially business functions/processes and services. The Tallinn group tried to simplify the generic 

model by collapsing many of the previously defined services. The new number of services is 13. 

 

Monica asks for a ‘Data Validation’ business function to be included, possibly as an iterative 

mechanism looping back from ‘Shape Output’ to ‘Data Wrangling’ . A possible solution is to make a 

slight change to the BREAL-model: 
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Open point: Application Architecture – how to describe processes with cross-cutting functions, e.g. 

validation? Simply as above? 

 

10:55 Operational models (OperationalModel.pptx) 

Different strategies for implementation. 

Data  Platform  Building Blocks (BBs) 

Possible restrictions on choice of platform due to presence of a SLA (service level agreement)  

Quite wide outreach: Should the ESS provide a platform? 

Another alternative: Run the analysis as a service on the provider side  (pro: no need to move data 

around). 

Define use cases to demonstrate most possible combinations. 

To which extent are the possibilities at the three levels independent, i.e. does a choice on one level 

(e.g. platform) put restrictions on the choice on the other levels? 

Monica will circulate the extended presentation.  

 

11.45 Metadata (SoniaWPF-Metadata2020_Discussion.pptx) 

Contribution to Information Architecture. 

Existing big data quality framework should be applied. 

ESSnet KOMUSO1 has a quality framework dealing with multiple sources that might be useful.  

 

12.05 Organization of activities and Final deliverable structure 

                                                                 
1  https://urlsand.esvalabs.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Feurostat%2Fcros%2Fcontent%2Fessnet-
quality-multisource-statistics-komuso_en&e=3cfb7ead&h=914cef10&f=y&p=y 
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The next activities will be organized into five main strands, detailed in the following, together with (i) 

responsible and (ii) due time. These are Application Architecture, Information Architecture, 

Operational Models, Revision of the Business Layer and Writing down of the Deliverable. 

 

• Application Architecture 

•  Writing down services and description of the 13 services of the pipeline + archimate 
model 

•  Bernard (End of March) 

• Propose services to implement cross-cutting business functions : 

• Validation (Sonia) (End of March): 

• Metadata management (Sonia) (Mid May): 

• Quality Management (Sonia) (Mid April): 

• Evaluate (Monica) (Mid April): 

• Trust Management  (Monica) (Mid April): 

• Visual analysis (Check WPK) (Mid March): 

•  Solution architecture descriptions (Mid May) 

•  WPB (Frederic +Kosta) 

• WPC (Donato+ Kosta) 

• WPD (Frederik) 

• WPE (Remco) (End of March) 

• Information Architecture 

•  Writing down generic IM + archimate (Mid April)  

•  Monica + Tauno (Data) 

• Monica (Metadata) 

• Domain Models that instantiate generic IM +archimate (Mid may) 

• WPB (Frederic) 

• WPC (Donato+ Kosta) 

• WPD (Frederik) 

• WPE (Remco) 

• Operational Models  

•  Write down ‘descriptive part’ on operational models  

• Peter+Remco (End of March) 

• Apply operational models dimensions (End of June)  
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• WPE (Remco)  

• WPB (Bernard) 

• Business Layer 

•  Revise by adding Validation function and removing gsbpm one  

•  Description (monica) (End of March) 

• Konstandin will check the Github of ESSNEt for archimate (ASAP)  

• Writing down the deliverable by the end of Oct 2020 version for Review Board 

• Mid Sept  

• Mid May 

The agreed structure for the deliverable vs2 is the following (responsibilities are inherited from 

activities). 

Executive Summary 

1 Introduction  

1.1 Existing architectures and frameworks used  

2 BREAL Business Layer: Description of the Principles  

3 BREAL Business Layer: Business Functions and Big Data Life Cycle 

3.1 Business Functions: Development, Production and Deployment  

3.2 Business Functions: Support 

3.3 Big Data Life Cycle  

4. BREAL Business Layer: Actors and relationships  

4.1 Actors  

4.2 Actors and Big Data Life Cycle  

4.3 Business Principles and Big Data Life Cycle  

5. BREAL Information architecture 

5.1 Generic Information layer 

5.2 Domain Specific Information Layers  

6. BREAL Application Architecture 

6.1 Development services & components 

6.2 Support services & components 

6.3 Solution architecture for implementation workpackages 

7.  BREAL framework for defining operational models 

7.1 Description of the framework 
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7.2 Examples of operational models 

8. Conclusions and Future work  

The meeting ended at 13:00 local time, in line with the agenda. 
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Appendix 1: Agenda 

3rd March 2020 

9:30-10:00 Welcome by locals  

REMOTE Connection [10:00-12:15 Local Time] 

10:00 -10:30 Status of WPF activities and introduction to the meeting (M. Scannapieco) 

10:30-11:30 Presentation & Discussion of BREAL IA&AA Web Intelligence Architecture(Frederic, 

Bernard, Donato, Konstandin) 

11:30-11:45 Coffee Break 

11:45-12:15 : Discussion and wrap-up 

12:15-13:30 Lunch Break 

REMOTE Connection [13:30-15:30 Local Time] 

13:30-14:30 Presentation & Discussion of BREAL IA&AA Sensor Data (Remco, Sonia, Frederik, Tauno, 

Peter) 

14:30-15:00 Discussion and wrap-up  

15:00-15:30 Operational models of BREAL (Discussion) 

15:30-16:30 Discussion and Wrap up of first day  

Social Dinner 

 

4th March 2020 

9:30-10:00 Summary of the first day and discussion 

REMOTE Connection [10:00-12:30 Local Time] 

10:00-11:00 Consolidation of Business Layer of BREAL 

11:00-12:30: Organization of activities and Final deliverable structure 

12:30-13:00: Final wrap up and closing of the meeting 

 


